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Under no circumstances should a bill like this even be submitted. The terms of this 

bill legitimately go against not only the Constitution of the United States as written by 

our founders but more importantly goes against the Oregon Constitution that is even 

more firmly written in favor of the protection of the people and of our state. No man or 

government has the ability to remove the Inalienable right for someone to protect 

themselves or our state.  

 

The idea that you are in any way going to protect the people of Oregon by ensuring 

they can't train with firearms is obscene on even face value because simply the idea 

of less trained individuals being more safe defies logic.   

 

Furthermore I find it offensive that the writers of this bill find it acceptable to tell free 

people they cant train and ensure they have the knowledge to properly use the 

weapons they rightfully own and I believe they would be looked on as the very 

oppressors and tyrannical individuals that our founders warned us about to ensure 

our liberty and Inalienable Rights would never falter. 

 

The government was never granted the ability to oppress the people of our state or 

nation to protect themselves  and the fact of the matter is the state and federal 

government have failed to produce any evidence they can protect we the people nor 

have the armed citizens asked for the protection of the government.  

 

I end with the assumption that the state somehow feels the need to protect itself from 

the people of Oregon or the government has plans to do something to oppress the 

people of Oregon to which I ask why? Why is the government so infatuated with 

turning the people into villains rather than simply uphold the rights of the people that 

it represents. 

 

 There is no need for a good and honest government to fear the people. There is only 

a need for a government to feel the need to protect itself from it law abiding citizens 

when the government itself becomes that of oppressors or tyrants! 

 

The People would much prefer our Inalienable Rights simply upheld 

 

Sincerly, Robert Egner 


